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Production continues at a high rate. We are running far ahead of the 
^ schedule we set several weeks ago. More and more operating possibilities 
v are opening up between operating sessions and our railroad becomes more 

interesting all the time. For Wed. we have the West end of the RD Yard all 
#^ working with new rotary switch machines off of Panel A. All the temporary 
k jazz is now gone. A good portion of the East end of the Freight Yard is com

plete and we will be able to use several tracks of it if we want to, right off 
f^ the panel and this should break the storage jamb in RD Yard. Elec crew is 

now in the process of checking out and polishing off the Passenger Terminal 
A so be gettin' your passenger equipment shined up 'cause there'll be plenty 
\ of use for it at our August operating session. The Mech. Dept. is busy 

putting in the balance of the switch machines in the east end of the Freight 
^ Yard and by fixin' up a couple of extra switches in the west end while we're 

at it, we will be able to pull right into or run right through the Freight Yard 
off of or onto the By-Pass instead of going through the RD Yard. 

Panel B which controls the west end of the Freight Yard is nearly 
#*v complete and word is we'll hang it in the next couple of weeks. Jefferys 
- finished up several plates and we now have prints for the Engine House 

Panel and we're eyeing that again. Deka Industrial is making progress 
f^ slowly but surely. Hill is talkin' about rewire on Diesil Shops Panel. 

At this point it looks as if we can say that all the track work now laid on 
^ the West side of our layout will be operational within a reasonable fore-
r seeable length of time. After all these years thats somethin'! 

P̂N Deka, Erichsen and' Naff bin hacking away at rebuilding switch 
machines and makin' levers, blocks, etc. every Monday nite now for weeks 
and have 40 units and on some parts more, ahead of the game now. These 

( ^ have been real work sessions—into the wee hours—no foolin1 around and 
its gotten a lot done. We're begining to talk about building the cab fur-

_^ niture now at these Monday night sessions but at the rate we're puttin' in 
. switch machines we're gonna have to be right back at makin' more parts 

soon. Oh, me. No end to these #?0! switch mahines. Sure like to be 
0* somethin' else for the club other than a mechanic. But, its gotta be done, 

soooo . . . . 

f^ Just so everyone will know, the big 24" dust mop is stored with 
a plastic bag around it to keep the oil from drying out. This plastic bag 

r should be removed before useing the mop and need not be replaced after 

use, because a fresh clean mop is supplied each week. Have you noticed 
your knees after crawling on the floor lately? 
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No dust. I don't figure I need a coat rack any more. Just pitch it on the floor. 
Good nuff. Does that solve the coat rack problem for now ? 

j's a problem outstanding that we've touched upon during various 
but hafto* never really nailed it down. Lets see if we can get it 

There' 
conversations 
nailed down thru the SPUR. State the problem here so everyone will know • 
what its ail about so you will express your thinking back and forth enough so 
execs can get an across-the-board feeling without a meeting and set the rules. 
We have a case in point at the moment and I don't think Leffingwell Jr. will 
mind if we tear his deal all apart as an example. He brought in a couple of 
wild looking'electrical devices beyond my capability to correctly describe. 
They're loaded with all kinds of goodies. Knobs, lights, a zillion trans
formers, wafers boo-koo, just everything that is "just right" for a model rail
road. They occupy maybe as much as 2 cubic feet of space. Now, the 
problem is , what do we do about something like this. When a guy has gone 
to all the trouble of bringing it in with so much enthusiasm, you don't just 
say its no good, we don't want it, take it back with you. But at the same time 
just how much of this kind of stuff has been brought in and then stowed away 
and kept just to keep from hurting an individuals feelings. I wonder just how 
much of this kind of stuff is now stored in boxes andion the shelves along the 
east wall and in the caboose. And how much of this stuff have we finally made 
the ash can decision on and hauled away. I remember a big truck load goin' 
out just before Open House which included electrical goodies just like these 
right on up to chairs, furniture and all kinds of stuff not good enough for our 
model railroad. Seems like we outa be more careful about what we bring in 
or something... that ash can decisions should be made ruthlessly without con
sideration of the bringerirers' feelings. Theres gotta be a way to keep stuff 
like this from accumulating now that we're trying to keep neat and clean. Maybe 
the brlngeriner should announce in advance what he's got and find out if we 
really want it before he brings it in. Maybe there should be a formal evaluation 
by execs or something on all stuff brought in. Theres gotta be an answer. 
Right now we have 2 cubic feet of goodies sittin' on the work shop floor and 
there it will stay until someone makes some sort of decision. How we gonna 
do it. The sooner the better. Lets not wait until next Open House. 

Operation Next Week. Set up trains Monday nite. Try to get enough 
and all trains ready to run on Monday nite so there is no set up on Wednesday 
nite at all, so we can start running early and maybe get through two schedules. 
.Check your trains out before you bring them in. Clean the wheels. Check 
coupler height. Make sure you are weighted correctly on all cars. If anything 
is not up to spec, set it aside, don't bring it. Our dispatcher is gonna be tough 
on equipment that even looks like its gonna make trouble this time. It'll get 
eliminated right away. 

Here's another piece of business from our Chief Clerk. In order to 
bring our records up to date he must have 100% of these back. Its always been 
far more difficult getting these all returned than it should be so this time we are 
including a stamped envelope so you can mail it to the club house. We didn't 
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'\ go to all the trouble of addressing these for you but we figured you wouldn't 
ever let an unused stamp go to waste. The thing to do is right now while you are 

put* thinking about it, fill out the form, put it in the envelope, address the envelope 
* and put it in your pocket to mail. Right now, otherwise about 15% will never 

do it . 
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